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Abstract - Helium turbine system is a promising method to covert the nuclear power 
generated by the High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor (HTGR) into electricity with 
inherent safety, compact configuration and relative high efficiency. And the 
recuperator is one of the key components for the HTGR helium turbine system. It is 
used to recover the exhaust heat out of turbine and pass it to the helium from high 
pressure compressor, and hence increase the cycle's efficiency dramatica lly. On the 
other hand, the pressure drop within the recuperator will reduce the cycle efficiency, 
especially on low pressure side of recuperator. It is necessary to optimize the design 
of recuperator to achieve better performance of HTGR helium turbine system. 
However, this optimization has to be performed with the restriction of the size of the 
pressure vessel which contains the power conversion unit. This paper firstly presents 
an analysis to investigate the effects of flow channel geometry, recuperator's power 
and size on heat transfer and pressure drop. Then the relationship between the 
recuperator design and system performance is established with an analytical model, 
followed by the evaluations of the current recuperator designs of GT-MHR, 
GTHTR300 and PBMR, in which several effective technical measures to optimize the 
recuperator are compared. Finally it is found that the most important factors for 
optimizing recuperator design, i.e. the cross section dimensions and tortuosity of flow 
channel, which can also be extended to compact intermediate heat exchangers. It 
turns out that a proper optimization can increase the cycle's efficiency by 1~2 
percentage, which could also raise the economy and competiveness of future 
commercial HTGR plants.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The high temperature gas cooled reactor (HTGR) 
is featured by inherent safety. The maximum core 
temperature not exceed 1600oC at all postulated 
accident conditions [1], and the TRISO coated fuel 
particle can effectively contain radioactive materials. 
HTGR can provide process heat for hydrogen 
production and industry applications as well as 
generate electricity. To convert nuclear energy to 
electricity, both the direct helium turbine cycle (i.e. 
the Brayton cycle) as well as the indirect steam 
turbine cycle are applicable for HTGRs. Although the 
steam turbine cycle is more mature technically, the 
direct helium turbine cycle is more attractive because 
of its compactness and high efficiency. Several 
projects, including PBMR, GT-MHR and 
GTHTR300 [2][3][4], have been designed to use 
direct helium turbine cycles.

The recuperator can raise the efficiency of the 
Brayton cycle from 20%~30% to 40%~50% [5][6]. 
So the recuperator is a very important component of 
the direct helium turbine cycle. It can recover the heat 
at outlet of turbine and promote the cycle's efficiency. 
The design of recuperator should concern both 
thermohydraulic and structural factors. First, to 
achieve high efficiency, the heat transfer effectiveness 
of recuperator should be as high as possible, but high 
effectiveness will lead to high pressure drop and 
reduce the cycle's efficiency in return. Second, the 
recuperator is typically placed inside a pressure vessel, 
and its size is limited, so that it has to adopt the 
compact design. Finally, the compactness of 
recuperator also has affects its thermohydraulic 
performance. This paper will evaluate the relationship 
of compactness and effectiveness of recuperator, 
compare three typical different compact designs of 
recuperator previously reported, and provide the 
suggestions for the development of recuperator in the 
future.

Power Conversion Unit

Fig.1: A typical direct Helium turbine system coupled 
with HTGR.

Fig.2: The T-s diagram of the direct Helium turbine 
cycle.

Table.1: Nomenclature
Uppercase Latin Characters
G Mass flow
N Capacity(Power)
T Temperature
A Area
C 1. Heat capacity

2. Given constant number
D Given constant number
P Pressure
S Sum of edge lengths
K Local loss coefficient
W Work

Q Heat
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NTU Number of Heat Transfer Units
Lowercase Latin Characters
u Velocity
h 1. Heat transfer coefficient

2. Enthalpy

f Friction coefficient
d Hydraulic diameter
w Work
Greek Characters
a Heat transfer coefficient

V 1. Fin efficiency
2. Cycle efficiency

9 Exponent of Nusselt number

V Exponent of friction coefficient

P Density
s Recuperator effectiveness

n Turbine expansion ratio
T The ratio of highest to lowest 

temperature in the cycle

V Adiabatic index

r Compression degree

X Inlet pressure loss rate
Total pressure loss rate

Subscripts
L Low pressure side
H High pressure side
LPC Low pressure compressor
HPC High Pressure compressor
T Turbine
C Compressor
m Averaged
c Flow (area)

fr Front (area)
(numbers) Referring to points in Figure 2

II.MODELS

II.A. Efficiency of the Brayton cycle

The closed helium turbine is directly coupled with

HTGR to form a closed Brayton cycle. Its efficiency 
can be expressed as:

wnet _ WT-WLpC-WHpc 

Qin = Qin
(eq.1)

Where Wnet is net work output and equal to the 
sum of works generated by turbine and work 
consumed by compressors; and Qin is the heat 
absorbed from the reactor core. And the work of 
turbocompressors can be expressed as below.

WT = CpG(T4 - Ts) = CpGT^T(1 - n-v)
(eq.2)

WLPC = CpG(T2a - TJ = -Jt^^4(Ylpc - 1)
~UC

(eq.3)

WHPC = CpG(T2 - T2b) = Cj^(y*pc -)
~Uc

(eq.4)
Here define the recuperator effectiveness,

£ = T3-T2
T5-T2

(eq.5)

Combining equations (2), (3), (4), (5), the reactor 
inlet temperature is

T3 = 74[(1 - £)T-1(l - TJ-1 + V^Yhpc) +
£(1 - t]t + t]t^-v)] (eq.6)

While heat absorbing amount is
Qin = CpG(T3 - T4) (eq.7)
thus the cycle efficiency is

„ = ™net =1 Qin

Vt(i-^~V)-(^Vc)~1(ylpc-i)-(tVc)~1(yhpc-i)
1-(1-£)T~1(l-^-1+^-1y^pc)-£(1-^T+^Tn-V)

(eq.8)

II.B. Heat transfer analysis

Fluid in both sides of the recuperator are Helium. 
The hot side is the discharged gas from the turbine, 
with a relatively low pressure, while the Helium in the 
cold side flows from the high pressure compressor 
(HPC) outlet to the reactor. The counter-flow 
arrangement is used to enhance heat transfer.
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Fig.1 and Fig.2 show a typical Brayton cycle. For 
steady states,

N = CpG(T3-T2) = CpG(Ts - T6) (eq.9)
For the counter-flow recuperator, its effectiveness 

can be analytically expressed with the parameter 
NTU, as

NTU£ =
1+NTU

(eq.10)

Here NTU is related with the flow condition and 
the dimensions of the recuperator

NTU = —
CpG

(eq.11)

with
1h=(~ + 1 ) 

aLtfL ULQL
(eq.12)

a

=1+
A± da 

\ 2a.

(eq.13)

Here C and 9 are decided by flow channel, fin type 
and other geometric parameters, and described in 
Table 3.

Equations (9-13) reveal the relationship of 
effectiveness and recuperator dimensions.

II.C Pressure drop analysis

The pressure drop, it can be decomposed into two 
parts: on-way friction resistance, and local pressure
loss at inlet, outlet and turns.

AP = APZ + E(APj
with

(eq.14)

(eq.15)

AP“ = i;;-& (eq.16)

For on-way friction resistance,

f = DRe~^ = D (-Y"
Acp

(eq.17)

The local pressure loss coefficient fL depends on

the position it is concerned. For the flow inlet,

fL = 1-(^+KC (eq.18)

For the outlet

fL = 1 + ^+Ke (eq.19)

And for the turnings
fi, = Kb (eq.20)
And Kc,Ke,Kfc are parameters decided by

Reynolds number, shape of flow channels. This 
method is developed by Kays and London [7,8]. 
Compared with/ , fL is quite small and not sensitive 
to the heat transfer ability of surfaces.

Total pressure loss rate and inlet pressure loss rate 
are more commonly used. Pressure loss rate is the 
pressure drop relative to the maximum pressure in the 
cycle.

&P

max
z = P

(eq.21)

Inlet pressure loss rate is the pressure drop relative 
to inlet pressure of a certain side of the recuperator.

&P
X = PPin

(eq.21)

However in the actual cases,

(l Xrec,L)(l Xpre^(l Xrec,H)(1
Xreactor)(1 Xinter^YhYH — (l Xrec,L Xpre

Xrec,H Xreactor Xinter^YLYH (eq.22)
The equations (14-23) describe how the 

dimensions of the recuperator is related with pressure 
drop and cycle efficiency.

Under reference condition 1 in Table 2, assuming 
Xreactor is constant; the relationship of cycle 
efficiency to pressure loss ratio (low pressure side) 
and effectiveness is shown in Fig. 3. In the calculation 
for Fig.3, the efficiency of turbine and compressor are 
assumed 90% and 88%, while temperatures and 
pressures of the recuperator under reference condition 
1 are used.
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Fig3: Effect of effectiveness and pressure drop on 
cycle efficiency.

From Fig.3 we can see.
1) The recuperator has a prominent effect on raising 
cycle efficiency, and high effectiveness recuperator 
has better performance;
2) Pressure drop affects cycle efficiency dramatically.

III COMPARISON OF RECUPERATORS

The researches on compact heat exchanger, which 
can be used for HTGR, has developed new concepts, 
investigated the materials, and so on. D. Aquaro et al. 
studied the performance of advanced metallic 
recuperators, mainly presented new surface geometry 
design and burdensome material requirements [9]. 
Colin F. McDonald focused on compact recuperator 
concept for microturbines [10, 11]. There were few 
papers investigating the features of recuperator for 
HTGR. Franck Praa et al. studied the PCHE-type 
compact heat exchangers for modular HTRs using the 
Brayton cycle [12].

Three type of compact recuperators in helium 
turbine systems including plate-like, plate-fin and 
PCHE, have been designed in concept in HTGR 
project such as GTHTR300 (Japan) [13], PBMR 
(South Africa)[2], GT-MHR (Russia, U.S.A) [14]. A 
detailed description of these recuperators is in Table
2.

Table.2:Recuperator descriptions

Items GT-MHR GTHTR300 PBMR

Operating Condition No.
Reference Reference Reference

Cond. 1 Cond.2 Cond.3

Mass Flow(kg/s) 319 440 192

Capacity(MW) 636 1020 369

Efficiency 0.9552 0.9382 0.9143

Pressure of low Pressure Side (MPa) 2.66 3.63 3

Pressure of high pressure side (MPa) 7.24 7 9

Type of flow channel Only hot side finned
Both sides Semicircle

finned Channel

Pitch of flow channel (mm) 2.35 1.35 1.3

Width of flow channel (mm) 2.1 1.2 1

Height of flow channel (mm) 2.1 1.2 0.5
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Table.3: Surface characters of flow channels of different types [7] [11] [14]

Their different shapes of flow channels, and their 
heat transfer and friction features are shown in Table
3.

The comparisons are under the same condition, 
that is, same thermal power, temperature, pressure, 
and mass flow rate. Besides, some supplement 
descriptions also need considering as below:
1) GT-MHR is only finned at low pressure side, 
which is originally out of structural purpose, to bear 
the pressure of high pressure side.
2) The recuperator of GTHTR300 is analyzed in both 
case of smooth-fin type and off-set fin type.
3) Flow channels in PBMR recuperator are semicircle, 
which is analyzed in both case of straight channel and 
zigzag channel. At high pressure side of the

recuperator of PBMR, there are 2 90-degree turns. 
The comparison of length and pressure drop of

recuperators, which indicates compactness and 
efficiency are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5. Fig.4 shows 
the effect of front area on length of three types of 
recuperators. The curves are obtained under the same 
mass flow, temperature and pressure. The size and 
pressure drop will increase as the front area of 
recuperator reduces, which is determined by the 
diameter of pressure vessel. It is obvious that 
recuperator of GT-MHR is not compact enough while 
that of PBMR is excellent. With zigzag flow channel, 
PCHE can be even more compact. Plate-fin 
recuperator with offset fins can also be very compact 
Fig.5 shows the pressure drop of three types of
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recuperators. The calculation is based on the lengths 
obtained in Figure 11, and is still under the same 
condition (condition 1) (Table 2). It shows that the 
PCHE recuperator with straight flow channel has the 
lowest pressure drop. On the other hand, offset fin or 
zigzag channel will increase pressure drop 
dramatically.
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Fig.4 Comparison of recuperator length under 
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Fig.5: Comparison of pressure drop in recuperator 
under reference condition 1.

The major reasons for these tendencies are
1) The recuperator of GT-MHR is not finned 
completely so that it has less heat transfer area and 
smaller heat transfer coefficient as is shown in 
Figures 6-7, so that it needs more length to achieve 
same thermal power.

Fig.6: Comparison of recuperator length under 
different mass flows.
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Fig.7: Comparison of pressure drop in recuperator 
under different mass flows (low pressure side).

2) The flow channels in PCHE can be manufactured 
smaller than that in plate-fin heat exchangers. 
Semicircle flow channel also tends to have much 
more heat transfer area than rectangle ones within the 
same volume. This can be validated geometrically.
3) Offset fin and Zigzag flow channel can interrupt 
the development of boundary layer, which will 
enhance heat transfer.

Figures 8 to 9 present the comparison of length 
and pressure drop of three types of recuperators 
considering the influence of mass flow and pressure, 
and the front area is assumed as 30m2. The graphs 
show the same tendencies as in Figure 4 and Figure5.
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different pressures.

Fig.11: Comparison of pressure drop in recuperator 
under different pressures (low pressure side).

Another key parameter is the pressure drop. Fig. 12 
shows that the pressure drop in low pressure side and 
high pressure side of three types of recuperators. It is 
shown that the pressure drop of low pressure side is 
far higher than that of high pressure side. The reason 
is show in Equation (15), the pressure drop is 
proportional to the density and square of velocity. 
With the same mass flow rate and front area, the 
pressure drop is inversely proportional to pressure 
level. The higher the pressure level is, the lower the 
pressure drop will be. Among the three type 
recuperator, the PBMR recuperator with straight flow 
channel has lowest pressure drop. Fig. 13 presents the 
percentage of local pressure drop for three types of 
recuperators. It is shown that friction resistance takes 
up the main portion of pressure drop and local 
pressure loss percentage is usually less than 3%. 
Local pressure loss main refers to pressure loss at 
inlet and outlet, and one exception appears at of 
PBMR recuperator, since there're 2 90-degrees turns 
inside the high pressure side, which makes the local 
friction loss larger. Since local pressure loss is not 
sensitive to surface heat transfer ability, and the major 
part of pressure drop is friction loss, it can be seen that 
the less the pressure drop is ,the larger percentage the 
local pressure drop takes, which is shown in Fig.13.
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Fig.12: Comparison of pressure drops in high 
pressure side and low pressure side (under reference

Fig.13: The percentage of local pressure loss in 
recuperator (under reference condition 1).

In conclusion, PCHE has better heat transfer 
capability than plate-fin or plate-like structure, which 
contributes both to compactness and high efficiency. 
Plate-fin heat exchangers also perform better than 
plate-like ones. The use of offset fin or zigzag flow 
channel will enhance heat transfer and compactness, 
while dramatically increase pressure drop and 
decrease cycle efficiency.

In practice, GT-MHR, splits the plate-like 
recuperator into two parts, which is proved to be 
successful, with the same front area, the pressure drop 
of GT-MHR is almost halved and acceptable. 
However it still takes as much space.

IV. OPTIMIZATION OF RECUPERATORS.

According to the Section 2, the dimension of flow

channel has effect on size and pressure drop of 
recuperator. Figures 14-16 show the contribution of 
flow channel geometry to recuperator length and 
pressure drop. It can be concluded that for each 
recuperator, the smaller its flow channel is, the more 
compact it will be. On the other hand, small flow 
channel brings more pressure loss, which can also be

Fig.14: Optimization of recuperator of GT-MHR 
(under reference condition 1).

Fig.15: Optimization of recuperator of GTHTR300 
(under reference condition 1).

Fig. 16: Optimization of recuperator of PBMR (under
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reference condition 1).
Concerning engineering facts, finned flow 

channel cannot be smaller than 1.2mm*1.2mm, while 
width of PCHE flow channel must be larger than 0.5 
mm.

Pressure loss rate works as an engineering 
restraint. Suppose there is an upper limit of pressure 
loss rate in the recuperator (low pressure side) is 0. 6% 
so that the efficiency is acceptable, the flow channel 
height and corresponding length can be determined, 
which is shown in Figures 17-18. It can be concluded 
that through adjusting the flow channel height and 
width, surfaces with better heat transfer ability can 
achieve higher compactness within the limit of 
given constraint of pressure drop.

(Suppose upper limit of pressure loss rate in 
recuperator low pressure side is 0.6%)

Fig.18: Recuperator length (Suppose upper limit of 
pressure loss rate in recuperator low pressure side is 
0.6%).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Recuperator is a key component for High 
Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor coupled with 
helium turbine cycle. It can recover the heat at outlet 
of turbine and promote the cycle's efficiency. From 
the viewpoint of thermohydraulics, the high 
effectiveness of recuperator can significantly enhance
the cycle's efficiency. But on the other hand, high
effectiveness can lead to high pressure drop and 
decrease the cycle's efficiency. So recuperator is a
high temperature, gas-gas compact heat exchanger 
with high effectiveness and pressure drop as low as 
possible. With engineering restraints, the major 
evaluation factors of recuperator are pressure drop 
and length. This paper investigated the three different 
type of recuperator, compared their compactness and 
pressure drop.
1) The pressure drop of low pressure side of 
recuperator is larger than that of high pressure side of 
recuperator. And the friction resistance is main 
contribution of pressure drop inside the recuperator.
2) The length and pressure drop will increase as the 
front area of recuperator reduces. In most cases, the 
front area has an upper limit determined by the 
diameter of pressure vessel .One possible to enlarge 
the front area is to split the recuperator into several 
parts so that the pressure drop can be reduced while it 
takes up the same space
3) The analysis showed that straight channel PCHE 
type recuperator is more promising due to its 
compactness and relatively low pressure drop under 
current design.
4) Measures to enhance heat transfer such as off-set 
fin and zigzag flow channel will increase pressure 
drop and achieve lower efficiency, and a possible 
solution is to enlarge flow channel.

These conclusions above can be helpful for design 
of HTGR recuperator practically. Besides, it is also 
useful for design of intermediate heat exchangers in
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indirect Brayton cycle.
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